
Output Voltage Wifi Convertor from
RF to Wifi Signal

Connect multiple devices and controllers to the easy
to use app Works with smartphones and tablets
(Android and Ios)
Control multiple zones

810107
12/24 VDC Input Voltage

Rated Power (max.) RF Wifi Receiver Unit
for Single Colour,
RGB, and RGBW

Wifi Interface available
Works with multiple wall controllers and remotes
Wifi RF convertor can be connected to work with
Smart Phone App
Constant Current 375mA/700mA and Constant
Voltage versions available

810108
12-36 VDC Input Voltage

Amperage Glass Touch RGB Wall
Panel

Works with multiple wall controllers and remotes
User-friendly interface, easy and simple operation
Control up to 3 zones, each zone can be set for
endless receivers
Set 4 scenes in each zone
Preset 10 changing modes, with pause function
Synchronization function of pattern changes to
ensure consistent change forever
Dim brightness of each R, G, B, and W channels in
order to mix millions of colours

810109
12/24 VDC Input Voltage

IP Rating Full Touch RF Remote
for RGB(W)

User friendly interface, easy and simple operation
Set 8 scenes in each zone
Operation return function
Control up to 8 zones, each zone can be set for
endless receivers
Each receiver can be controlled by maximum of 8
different remotes Preset 10 colour changing modes,
with pause function
Synchronization function of pattern changes ensure
consistent change forever
Ability to dim brightness of each R, G, B, and W
channels in order to mix millions of colour
combinations
Soft touch screen

810112
12/24 VDC Input Voltage
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Product Code Full Touch Colour
Wheel RF Remote for
RGB(W)

Adjustable colour changing speed with 8 levels,
quickest speed is 10s, slowest is 900s
Ability to control 8 zones separately, each zone can
be set for endless receivers
Changing modes of 2 zones can be synchronized
without any confusion Controlling RGBW, 4 colours
that achieve more selectable colours than traditional
RGB control
Built in 10 changing modes
Synchronization function of pattern changes ensure
consistent change forever
Ability to dim brightness of each R, G, B, an W
channels in order to mix millions of colours

810113
12/24 VDC Input Voltage

Input Type RF Remote with
Touch Colour Wheel
for RGB(W)

High sensitivity and high stability touch colour wheel
for fast an precise colour control
RGB mixed warm white, cold white, and natural white
can be directly accessed by touching the key
User friendly interface, easy and simple operation
Control up to 4 zones, each zone can be set for
endless receivers, each receiver can be controlled by a
maximum of 8 different remotes
Preset 10 colour changing modes, with pause function
and pattern
changing
Synchronization function of pattern changes ensure
consistent change forever
Ability to dim brightness of each R, G, B, and W
channels in order to mix millions of colour
combinations

810132
12/24 VDC Input Voltage

Output Voltage RF RGBW Remote
Controller

Works with RF RGBW Receiver
Colour wheel, touch to select colour
Can increase or decrease intensity of R, G, B, and W
channels
User-friendly interface, easy and simple operation
Single zone wireless control
Ability to select and save colours
10 built-in modes
Enable to dim brightness of each R, G, B, and W
channels in order to mix millions of colours
Play dynamic changing pattern with different speeds

810134
12/24 VDC Input Voltage
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